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Sammanfattning 

Denna rapport beskriver produktframtagningsprocessen i samband med framtagningen av en sneaker åt 

företaget Mr & Mrs Italy. Avsikten är att ta fram en sneaker som stärker varumärket och adderar värde till 

kollektionen. Skon designas för att ingå i höst/vinter-kollektionen 2015/2016. Mr & Mrs Italy har väldigt 

begränsad erfarenhet av skotillverkning och har ingen definierad strategi för skodesign. Företaget har 

stött på ett flertal komplikationer då de utvecklat skor. Tidigare prover som tagits fram sålde inte, inga 

inköpare visade något intresse för prototyperna. Nyckelfrågorna som behandlas i rapporten är: 

 Hur sneakern ska designas för att förstärka varumärket och uppskattas av Mr & Mrs Italys 

kunder? (formulera en skodesignstrategi) 

 Hur sneakern ska designas för att vara bekväm och slitstark?  

 Hur en liten volym ska tillverkas till en rimlig kostnad, vilka kompromisser behöver göras?   

Research utförs för att etablera en designstrategi. Sneakersmarknaden analyseras och företagets 

eftersträvade positionering plottas i koordinatsystem innehållande existerande skor som referens. En del 

research består även i efterforskningar kring varumärkets usrprung och historia. Företagets kunder 

analyseras och en trendanalys utförs. Den första delen av research resulterar i ett antal ”look and feel 

requirements”. För att besvara den andra nyckelfrågan; Hur sneakern ska designas för att vara bekväm 

och slitstark? Utförs ytterligare research. Skokonstruktion, fotens anatomi, den biomekaniska processen 

av att gå och springa samt materialfakta studeras. Den andra delen av research används för att utveckla 

tekniska krav. Målet med ett flertal tekniska krav är att tillgodose så många typer av fötter som möjligt. 

Det är också viktigt att optimera skon för en kvinnofot och att den är funktionell för höst/vinter-säsongen.  

Den tredje nyckelfrågan; Hur en liten volym ska tillverkas till en rimlig kostnad, vilka kompromisser 

behöver göras? Behandlas delvis genom skapandet av visuellt material som kan användas till att 

kommunicera med tillverkaren på ett tydligt sätt. Koncept utvecklas med handskisser, illustrationer 

skapade i Illustrator®  (Adobe Illustrator CS5 2010) och med hjälp av 3D-modelleringsprogrammet 

Rhinoceros® (Rhinoceros v4 Windows n.d.). Under processen används uppställda produktkrav till att 

utvärdera koncept. Det slutgiltiga konceptet är en 3D-stickad sko med avtagbara pälsdelar och en 

yttersula med en abstrakt kantig form. Den tredje nyckelfrågan behandlas även genom en ekonomianalys. 

Den beskriver fördelen med att använda modulär design baserad på en produktplatform när en produkt 

med höga fixa kostnader ska produceras i liten volym. En alternativ design för yttersulan som är billigare 

presenteras som plan B. Slutsatser dras kring designprocessen och slutresultatet. Resultaten diskuteras 

sedan och rekommendationer ges till Mr & Mrs Italy om hur de bör gå vidare när skon skall sättas i 

produktion. 
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Abstract 

In this report the product development process of a sneaker for the company Mr & Mrs Italy is described. 

The purpose is to develop a sneaker that enhances the brand and add value to the collection. The shoe is 

designed for the fall/winter 2015/2016 collection. Mr & Mrs Italy have a very limited history of shoe 

design and has no shoe design strategy. The company have encountered several complications when 

developing sneakers. Past attempts did not sell, no retail buyers showed interest in the prototypes 

presented. The key issues to be addressed in this report are: 

 How to design the sneakers such that it enhances the brand and appeals to Mr & Mrs Italy 

customers? (formulate a shoe design strategy) 

 How to make a comfortable and durable sneaker?  

 How to manufacture a small volume at reasonable cost, which are the possible trade-offs? 

In order to establish a design strategy, research is conducted. The sneaker market is analysed and the 

brands aspired positioning is plotted using charts with existing shoes as reference. Research is also made 

on the brand, its history and heritage. Customers are analysed and a trend analysis is conducted. The first 

part of the research results in a set of look and feel requirements. To address the second key issue; How to 

make a comfortable and durable sneaker research is conducted on shoe construction, anatomy of the 

human foot, the biomechanical process of running and walking and material facts. This research is used 

to develop technical requirements. The objective of several technical requirements is to accommodate as 

many types of feet as possible. It is also important to optimize the shoe for the female foot and make it 

suitable for its intended use in the fall/winter season. 

The third key issue; How to manufacture a small volume at reasonable cost, which are the possible trade-

offs? is addressed through the creation of visual material that can be used for efficient communication 

with the manufacturer. Concepts are developed through sketches, illustrations created in Illustrator® 

(Adobe Illustrator CS5 2010) and using the 3D modelling software Rhinoceros® (Rhinoceros v4 Windows 

n.d.). Product requirements are used to evaluate concepts during the process. The final concept is a 3D-

knit shoe with detachable fur pieces and an outsole with an abstract angular shape. The third key issue is 

also addressed through an economic analysis.  It describes the advantage of using modular design based 

on a product platform when manufacturing small volumes with high fixed costs. An alternative design for 

the outsole that is a cheaper option is presented as a plan B. Conclusions about the design process and the 

achieved results are drawn. The findings are then discussed and recommendations to Mr & Mrs Italy are 

made on how to proceed when the shoe is to be put in production. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background and purpose 

The brand Mr & Mrs Furs was created 2007 in Italy and is inspired by original US army gear. At the very 

start, the Mr & Mrs Furs collections were mainly army parkas lined with the most exclusive furs, a line of 

casual jackets for men and women with a luxurious twist. The Mr & Mrs Furs collection is now growing to 

be a total look complete with accessories. The name was changed to Mr & Mrs Italy to correspond better 

with the full collection. 

 

Mr & Mrs want to expand the collection to include accessories and offer customers a “head to toe” look. 

They want to include a sneaker in their fall/winter 2015/2016 collection. At the same time the company 

has a very limited history of shoe design and has no shoe design strategy. Mr & Mrs have encountered 

several complications when developing sneakers. The past attempts did not sell, no buyers from retail 

showed interest in the prototypes presented, Fig. 1-2. Shoe design is complicated and 3D-models are 

required to visually communicate the design to manufacturers. So far 2D sketches have been the only 

visual aid when designs have been explained to manufacturers. Mr & Mrs also have limited shoe design 

and 3D-modelling capacity within the company. The final complication is the high fixed cost of shoe 

manufacturing. The key issues to be addressed in this report are: 

 How to design the sneakers such that it enhances the brand and appeals to Mr & Mrs Italy 

customers? (formulate a shoe design strategy) 

  How to make a comfortable and durable sneaker?  

 How to manufacture a small volume at reasonable cost, which are the possible trade-offs?  

 

Figure 1: Side and front view of existing sample of sneakers, red and beige. 
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Figure 2: Existing sample of sneakers, army green. 

 

1.2 Method 

Research was conducted to gain information about how to design the sneakers so that it enhances the 

brand and appeals to the Mr & Mrs Italy customers. This part included defining the brand heritage, 

philosophy, style, customer and aspired positioning. The company provided information about the brand 

and little information about the customer. The customer was defined more deeply by an online 

investigation using the social media application Instagram® (Instagram 6.12.0 Mac IPhone n.d.). The 

research phase also included market research to get an overview of existing products, their characteristics 

and positioning. This was conducted through a web search, real life-observations and a visit to the 

MICAM shoe fair. A trend spotting/future study was conducted to enhance the persona of the customer 

and to create further evidence for design decisions. Based on information gathered in the initial research a 

design strategy was formulated as a set of look and feel requirements.  

Further research was conducted to gain information about how to make a comfortable and durable 

sneaker. The anatomy of the human foot and the biomechanics of running and walking were studied 

through scientific reports. Shoe design and the anatomy of a shoe were also studied. Materials and 

manufacturing processes were studied through books, web search and by visiting the SIMAK shoe 

manufactory and leather tanning fair and the Linea Pelle fair. At the Linea Pelle fair a relationship with a 

manufacturer of 3D-knit sneakers was established. The second part of the research resulted in a set of 

technical requirements.   

In the second stage the product requirements were further specified and concepts generated. Sketches 

and material samples were used as visual aids. The concepts were evaluated with respect to the fulfilment 

of the product requirements, cost and technical feasibility.  

In the third stage the final concept was chosen and visual aids that would enable customers and retailers 

to evaluate the design were created. This included CAD-models, renderings and physical prototypes. 

Physical prototypes consisted of a FDM 3D-printed outsole and sewn fur accessories. Technical drawings 

for manufacturing were created. Material and manufacturing processes were chosen with regard to 

functionality, price and sustainability. An economic analysis was conducted to estimate the production 

cost. How to manufacture a small volume at a reasonable cost and possible trade-offs were investigated.  

In the fourth and final stage a visual presentation of the product was created and final conclusions were 

drawn. 
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1.3 Delimitations 

The design of the sneaker has been limited to the women’s collection. The manufacturing of the shoe is 

also outside the scope of this project. Physical prototyping has been limited to the outsole together with 

the detachable accessories. No prototype of a complete shoe was possible to produce within the time-

frame. 

 

2. Research, first part 
 

One of the key issues identified was; How to design the sneakers such that it enhances the brand and 

appeals to Mr & Mrs Italy customers? The company needed to formulate a design strategy. Initial research 

was made in order to collect sufficient information to build the design strategy upon. 

 

2.1 Brand heritage and philosophy 

The flagship product of Mr & Mrs Italy is the Parka. It was invented by the US Army 60 years ago and 

later became a garment used by the mods, the modernists, Fig. 3. They adopted the parka as an emblem of 

their movement after the Second World War. The mods wanted to embody that elegance is individual, not 

standardized. They were obsessed with style and looked to the Italians for their impeccable sense of style 

and attention to detail. 

 

The parka for both men and women of Mr & Mrs Italy is a reproduction of the M-65 fishtail parka that has 

been reinterpreted. The best craftsmen furriers in Italy have enriched the Mr & Mrs Italy parka with the 

most exclusive furs; from mink to fox or lynx. Designed as a military garment, the M-65 Parka jacket is 

durable, comfortable, protects from wind, weather and moisture. It is warm, comfortable and aggressive 

at the same time. You can dress elegantly, hop on to a vespa and get to a fancy party. Once the parka was 

the shell enclosing a promise of luxury; covering luxurious clothes underneath; today the parka has 

become a luxury garment in itself. The mods enjoyed sticking patches on to their parkas to give it a 

personal expression. Today Mr & Mrs Italy works a lot with patches and embroideries on the parkas as 

well as t-shirts, sweaters and other garments in the collection to make them unique. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Mods wearing fish-tail parkas (Dtneal). 

 

Rimini, home to the headquarters of Mr & Mrs Italy is an Italian holiday destination by the Adriatic coast. 

Rimini has always been an icon of entertainment since the 50s and 60s. People came from around the 

world to the Adriatic coast to enjoy the music and the unique, unforgettable atmosphere. In the 60s there 

were already six million tourists visiting Rimini every summer. In Rimini every day was a feast and there 

were countless opportunities for nights out. The grand hotel in Rimini, Fig. 4, was the centre of the 

glamorous dolce vita, the Italian sweet life meaning the ability to live beautifully. At the grand hotel in 

Rimini the ladies wore long dresses with slits and the elegant gentlemen wore pinstriped suits. There was 

always an opportunity to show off new clothes, handbags, earrings or heels combined in an original and 

elegant way. Those same ladies, still today, are recognised by the style, the ability to match, even a 

swimsuit with earrings and a hat. The Grand Hotel Rimini was an interlude of passion, beauty and style 

that has inspired and continues to inspire generations as well as Mr & Mrs Italy. Rimini is one of the most 
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important fashion districts in Italy; it holds some of the best craftsmen and experienced people in the 

manufactory of fashion items. 

 

 
Figure 4: Grand hotel in Rimini. (Delcampe u.d.) 

 

The parka of Mr & Mrs Italy aspires to be vintage without being inelegant, luxurious but not snobby. 

Under a Mr & Mrs Italy parka you can dress super chic, or simply wear a tracksuit and still look great. A 

central part of the brand identity is the “made in Italy”. Today when most clothes are mass-produced in 

Asia the essence of luxury is the craftsmanship found in Italy. The garments stand out with a uniqueness 

guaranteed in every detail of the look, the colours, fit, the original blend of vintage taste with the 

timelessness of modern luxury.  

 

2.2 Client 

Mr & Mrs Italy has defined their client as a person who appreciates cool, offbeat clothes and loves unique 

details. Their client is looking for the ultimate stylish on-the-go look that has character and personality 

whilst being comfortable at the same time. Clothes from Mr & Mrs Italy have been spontaneously chosen 

by the fashion crowd and stylish celebrities such as r&b-singer Rihanna and Anna Dello Russo, editor at 

large for Vogue Japan. 

 

2.3 Market analysis 

To obtain an overview of the sneakers market a thorough online search was conducted. Sneakers from 

various brands were collected and compared with regard to price, comfort, looks, brand etc. One sneaker 

from a current collection was chosen from each investigated brand. The market analysis was summarized 

through three charts where the shoes were placed in a coordinate system with varying parameters on the 

x- and y-axis. The three charts showed luxury/mass market together with heritage/fashion, luxury/mass 

market with primary goal comfort/primary goal looks and luxury/ mass market with classic 

(conservative)/innovative. 

 

2.4 Aspired positioning 

Mr & Mrs italy had no guidelines or defined strategy for shoe design nor for the rest of the collection. To 

get a sense of their aspired positioning in the market and what they wanted to achieve with the shoe 

design the market research charts were used to plot their goal. In this way the shoes found in the market 

research were used as reference for the positioning of the new design, Paper A. 

  

2.5 Consumer research 

Researching the target customer is essential in order to gain diverse information about potential 

customers and to get a general insight into their lifestyles, buying habits, level of aesthetic etc. This to 

make sure that the design is relevant, fit for purpose, price sensitive and meet the target customers’ needs 

and desires. Much can be learnt from observing the target consumer group.  (Schaffer and Saunders 2012) 
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Because Mr & Mrs Italy does not have a flagship store and their customers are difficult to observe in real 

life the social media application Instagram ® (Instagram 6.12.0 Mac IPhone n.d.) was used to observe 

their clients. Instagram users who had uploaded pictures of themselves wearing a Mr & Mrs Italy parka 

and used the hashtag #mr&mrsitaly were chosen as subjects for investigation. The following questions 

were used to define the consumers. 

1. Age 

2. Occupation 

3. Where they live 

4. Description of their fashion style 

5. Favoured brands/labels 

6. Where/how they socialize 

7. Where they go on holiday 

The result of the consumer research is summarized in Paper B. 

 

2.6 Shop report 

A minor shop report was conducted through interviewing a sales person, the owner of the company and 

by going through a written report with feedback from retailors. The information gathered in the shop 

report is presented below. 

 

 The total sales of Mr & Mrs Italy are 7 M€ and are roughly divided as: 

1. Korea  1.5 M€ 

2. China 1 M€ 

3. Italy1.5 M€ 

4. UK 1 M€ 

5. Germany,  Austria, Switzerland 1 M€ 

6. US 0.5 M€ 

7. United Arab Emirates 0.5 M€ 

 

Even though Mr & Mrs Italy now provide a full collection the customers are still very focused on the parka 

and it is the number one selling item. The best-selling parka so far is the mini-parka with multi-colour fur 

lining, Fig. 5, together with the white fox mini-parka, Fig. 6. Both items became best-sellers after having 

gained great press exposure. Once the” mini-parka with white fur had been worn by the South Korean 

soap star Jun Ji-Hyun in the popular soap “You Who Came from the Stars” it was sold out. The multi-

coloured mini parka was also sold out after having been featured in the Barney’s Holiday Mailer. This 

shows the importance of a designs editorial ability, if it is interesting enough to put in a magazine or on 

TV. 
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Figure 5: Mini-parka with multi-colour fur lining. 

 

 
 
Figure 6: Mini-parka with white fur lining. 

 

The company has recently introduced Eco friendly fur in the collection. The client responded well to the 

Eco friendly Mongolian fur, especially the model that has the fur as a detachable vest, Fig. 7. The client 

did not respond well to the patchwork Eco friendly fur with the motivation that it is too bright and crazy, 

Fig. 8. The kidassia fur was also an item that was not received well by the clients, Fig. 9, 
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Figure 7: Mongolian furs with a detachable fur vest that got good feedback. 

 

 
 
Figure 8: Patchwork fur in crazy colours that got bad feedback. 
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Figure 9: Kidassia fur that was not approved by the clients. 

 

2.7 Trend analysis 

Trends are always created by people so trend spotting is about watching people who create or are 

preoccupied with new and innovative styles. If a new, innovative style is visible in two (or more) 

industries at the same time, it is likely to be a trend. A trend is often a reaction to what has becomes main-

stream or what has been on the market for many years. Changes in style usually go from one end of the 

style spectrum to the other. 

Trendsetters are by definition the first to adopt a new innovative product, design or style. The one crucial 

factor in the spreading of a trend is its acceptance by the trendsetters. By studying the style and taste of 

the trendsetters, you can stay ahead of new developments in many different lifestyle areas. The diamond 

shaped trend model by Henrick Vejgaard, Fig. 10, has the trend creators at the top and the anti-

innovators at the bottom.  
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Figure 10: Diamond Shaped Trend Model by Henrick Vejgaard (Trendspot u.d.). 

 

One of the differences between trend creators and trendsetters is that trend creators often stick for years 

to the style they created. For example some of the original hip-hoppers that, as they aged, stayed with the 

same style they helped originate. One thing that is typical of trendsetters is that they do not care what 

other people think when they adopt something new. Trendsetters often focus on styles and tastes that are 

completely new and have never been seen before, styles and tastes that are outside the mainstream, styles 

or products that are in continuous style development, something that has not yet been overhyped by the 

media as a trend. The trendsetters cluster in certain districts within the world’s big cities, often districts 

that have a history of being home to polysocial groups; for example Los Angeles, San Francisco, New 

York, London, Paris, Milan and Tokyo. Polysocial groups consist of people with different backgrounds, 

ethnicity, occupation etc. There is an overrepresentation of trendsetters in the following groups; the 

young, designers, artists, wealthy people, celebrities, gay men, style-conscious subcultures. Some common 

mingling spots for many trendsetters are theatres, concerts, art and design auctions, gallery openings, art 

exhibitions, charity events, award shows, festivals and industry events such as fashion fairs (Vejlgaard 

2012) 

 

As soon as trendsetters lose interest in a trendsetting product, new versions of the style or product must 

be available in order to regain the trendsetters’ interest and keep the trend process going. Mr & Mrs Italy 

develop new versions of their parka every season, the shoe should be possible to update every season 

instead of redesigned which is a very costly process (Schaffer and Saunders 2012). It takes about three 

years for the style of accessories to spread from trendsetters to mainstreamers. This means if you are a 

shoe manufacturer targeting mainstreamers, you theoretically have to introduce completely new styles 

only every third year to avoid being thought of as outdated. A manufacturer, as Mr & Mrs Italy, who wants 

to keep the trendsetters as customers must theoretically have shoes in a completely new style every year. 

 

During my time in Milan I was able to observe many people that certainly would qualify as trendsetters. 

People working in fashion at Mr and Mrs Italy, people that I observed at industry fairs and other fashion 

events as well as people on the street with a forward thinking sense of style. First of all in Milan sneakers 

were worn by everyone, if you entered the metro 30 out of 40 were wearing sneakers regardless of age or 
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gender. I was able to see a tendency among trendsetters to choose the more high tech sneakers in 

combination with either a dressy or casual outfit. They chose running shoes with maximum amount of 

comfort but still designed to look good, among the favourites were the Nike Fly Knit and Adidas Y-3, see 

Paper A.  

 

This tendency could be a part of a bigger already identified trend, named the aithleisure trend. It is about 

wearing time optimising garments that you can wear at the gym, at work and the restaurant. Newer shoes 

are designed for running but come in softer tones that are easier to combine with the normal garments 

without screaming “I am a runner”. Many sports brands are also collaborating with designers from the 

fashion sector and fashion brands launch their own sports collections (Di Weekend 2015). 

 

Pret-A-Sporter is a similar up and coming trend that I learned about at the Linea pelle fair in Milan. It is 

about using the technology from athletic wear and incorporate them in an innovative way into luxurious 

pieces of fashion, Fig. 11-14. 

 

 
 
Figure 11: Picture taken at the Linea pelle fair in Milan showing one of the Pret-A-Sporter monters in their trend section. 

 

 
 
Figure 12: Outersoles, shoelaces and ribbons at the Linea pelle fair in Milan. 
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Figure 13: Insole, zippers and small rubber details at the Linea pelle fair in Milan. 

 

 
 
Figure 14: Injection moulded polymer pieces to be applied on shoes at the Linea pelle fair in Milan. 

 

3. Research, second part 
 
In this section the second part of the research is presented. It strives to adress the second key issue; How 

to make a comfortable and durable sneaker? 

 

3.1 Ergonomics/Anatomy of the human foot 

Footwear has a relevant role both in causing and preventing foot and toe problems. A proper knowledge 

of foot anatomy represents the basis for the design and production of shoes. For instance, knowledge of 

the location of the metatarsophalangeal joint, is important for designing footwear with an appropriate 

grade of flexibility. Knowledge of ankle anatomy is important also from a medical point of view, as the 

ankle joint is where many injuries affecting the lower limb occur (Tomassoni, Enea and Amenta 2014). 

Unsuitable shoes, especially for children, can prevent the foot from its natural movements; if the foot 

persists in a bad position it can cause serious disorders in maintaining the erect position and to walk 

(Donnanno 2012). 

 

The bones, joints, muscles and tendons that the foot consists of make it one of the most complex 

mechanical apparatus of the human body (Donnanno 2012). Each foot consists of 26 bones, 33 joints, 
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more than 100 muscles, tendons, ligaments, blood vessels, nerves, skin, and soft tissues. All components 

interact to create a flexible and articulated structure allowing the complex actions required for body 

support, movements and balance (Tomassoni, Enea and Amenta 2014). The sole of the foot with an area 

of only 25-30cm2 has to bear the full weight of the body and, in walking, adapt flexibly to all the 

irregularities and contours of the terrain.  

 

There are 26 bones in the foot that are divided into three groups; tarsal, metatarsal and phalanges, see 

Fig. 15. From a topographic anatomy point of view, the foot is in general divided into three parts, namely 

forefoot, midfoot and hindfoot. The forefoot includes the five toes (phalanges) and the five longer bones 

(metatarsals). The midfoot represents a pyramid-like association of bones (cuneiform, cuboid and 

navicular bones) forming the arches of the feet. The hindfoot includes the heel (calcaneus) and the ankle. 

The heel bone is the largest bone of the foot, whereas the talus bone supports the leg bones (tibia and 

fibula), forming the ankle (Tomassoni, Enea and Amenta 2014). 

 

 
 
Figure 15: Bones of the human foot (Sportspodiatry u.d.). 

 

The bones of the foot are divided among themselves by forming various joints. 

Talus articulates the tibia, the lower end of which forms the internal malleolus, while the exterior is 

formed by the terminal part of the people, articulated on the side of the talus. 

The complex bone structure and capsular ligament of the foot is a vaulted structure, characterized by two 

longitudinal arches and front transverse arch. This architectural structure corresponds to the static and 

dynamic needs of the foot and its integrity is essential to ensure that the weight of the body is equally 

distributed on all parts of the foot. 
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The plantar muscles are divided into three groups Medial, lateral and central, Fig. 16. 

 
Figure 16: Muscles of the human foot (Anatomy physiology school u.d.). 

 

A regular foot has a measure that is proportional to the height of the person; it has an arched smooth 

muscle function and joints with the bearings needed. The feet of lean subjects are usually thinner, while 

those of heavy and strong people are wider; in the latter case it usually adds to the instep height. During 

the movement of the walk the foot arch is lowered by about 5 mm under load of the body weight and tends 

to be lengthened. As soon as the weight has been unloaded from the foot it goes back to its original form. 

The vault of the foot, therefore, acts as a cushion, easing the stress on the spine and the head (Donnanno 

2012). 

 

Feet are different and can be classified with regard to several features. Below the most common foot types 

are presented. 

 

The Neutral Foot – Normal Arch 

The forefoot is perpendicular to the rearfoot and the forefoot is neither turned inwards towards the center 

of the body nor outwards. The foot is perpendicular to the leg at the ankle joint. The subtalar joint is 

neutral; not pronated or supinated (the foot does not roll inwards towards the centre of the body nor 

outwards), the midtarsal joint is pronated (rolling inwards); and the metatarsal–phalangeal joints are 

neutral, Fig.17. This is the ideal foot type for long distance running.   

 

Figure 17: Pronated foot, left. Supinated foot, right.  (Stretchcoach n.d.) 

 

The Pronated Foot – Flatfoot Arch 

This is the flexible loose bag-of-bones low-arch foot that is excessively pronated. There is an increase in 

the range of motion at the subtalar joint and midtarsal joints which increases the parallel alignment on 

the midtarsal axis, permitting greater range of motion (abnormal motion). With the pronated foot during 

running, the key factor is for the foot to be neutral in the middle of midstance. Midstance is the part of the 

running cycle when one leg carries the full body weight. Fatigue result when muscles work overtime 
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against levers connected to unstable joints and when joints that should be stable and locked are unlocked 

and hypermobile. 

The Cavus Foot – High Arch 

This is the rigid high-arch foot type which has decreased or limited pronation. A neutral foot has the 

normal amount of pronation and dissipates stress and helps protect bone and soft tissue supporting 

structures, while a cavus foot which lacks normal pronation is associated with excessive shock to bone and 

supporting structures. The cavus foot has a decreased range of motion, increased stiffness, and decreased 

pronatory compensation. 

The shoe for Mr & Mrs Italy is to be designed for a customer with a neutral foot. For this particular foot 

type a shoe that provides stability in the rear foot and flexibility/cushioning in the forefoot is 

recommended. 

There are also anatomical differences between the male and female foot. Traditionally woman’s athletic 

shoes have been produced using male lasts that has been scaled down to create smaller sizes. This is a 

problem since the women’s foot is shaped differently. One important difference is that most females have 

feet with a narrower heel. The running shoe should be built narrower in the heel and wider in the toebox 

to accommodate this foot type (Subotnick, o.a. 2010).  It can also be expected that by using a non-

modified men’s last for a women’s shoe the shoe will be too wide and high for the majority of the female 

population (Valiantb, Horstmannac and Graua 2010) 

3.2 Important measurements for shoe design 

Proper shoe fit depends on several different measurements such as width as well as length and height 

dimensions of the rear-, mid- and forefoot regions. The mentioned foot proportions are not consistent but 

change according to size. The most important measurements used to define the shape of the foot are 

presented below in Table 1. M1L and M5L are length quantities, OBW and OHW width quantities, and TH 

and IH50% height quantities. The difference between M1L and M5L can be used to describe the ball angle 

orientation.  
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Table 1. Measurements defining shape of foot 

Guidelines defining landmarks on last contour 

 

 

Feet can be divided into three groups; voluminous, flat and pointed and slender. Flat and pointed feet is 

the most common foot type among women.  This type is very flat and a lot narrower in the heel region 

than voluminous feet. It has the longest toe region described by the smallest length quantities, and it 

shows the largest difference between M1L and M5L (12.61% FL). The latter indicates a pointed forefoot 

shape with an acute ball angle. In Fig.18 the distribution of the three foot types across all sizes among U.S. 

women are presented. It shows that shorter feet are more often voluminous, while longer feet are more 

likely to be narrow and flat.  
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Figure 18: Distribution of the three foot types across all sizes among U.S. women. 

The proper shoe size is the one that accommodates M1L at the widest part of the shoe, and the first and 

fifth metatarsophalangeal joint are important anchors for footwear fitting. In general, medial ball length 

and the ball angle are both important measures to specify the location of the phalangeal joint line, which 

should match with the flex zone of the shoe. (Valiantb, Horstmannac and Graua 2010) 

The sneaker should be primarily designed around flat and pointed feet since it is the most common foot 

type among women. To account for the variety of foot shape in the population elastic material should be 

used in the shoe upper. 

3.3 Anatomy of an athletic shoe 

Review of shoe anatomy, key features, and function will be presented. 

Upper 

This is the part of the shoe that encloses the foot. The upper is what encloses around the foot, decides the 

shoe style as well as breathability. The upper can be subdivided into a toe box, vamp, throat, collar, and 

heel cup.   

Vamp 

This is the front part of the upper where the laces are located. Depending upon the angle of the foot in the 

region of the instep will determine the shape or style of the vamp that should work the best. For instance 

if someone has a high instep then increased room is needed in this region (Schaffer and Saunders 2012)  

(Subotnick, et al. 2010). 

Toe Box  

This is the width of the toe region. Some shoes come to a point and some are more squared in their shape. 

The toe shape of the individual will determine what should fit the best. Toe box can also include the depth 

or height of the toe region. If toes are contracted or overlap each other then as deep a toe box as possible 

is needed. 

Heel Counter 

This is within the upper of the shoe and supports the heel around its medial and lateral sides. Some shoes 

have a substantial heel counter in order to provide motion control and some leave this out completely. 

Whether a shoe has a heel counter depends also upon the particular activity for which the shoe was 

designed. 
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Outsole 

This is the bottom of the shoe that interfaces with the ground. It is usually composed of a durable material 

with a sheet-like or modular pattern which promotes additional cushioning, support, and traction without 

sacrificing the transfer of stance phase forces through the lower extremity. 

Midsole 

This is the location found between the outer sole and the upper of the shoe. Athletic shoe manufacturers 

have experimented in this region of the shoe with ways to try and control the biomechanics of the foot. 

The midsole acts to dissipate the forces of impact during the stance phase of gait and it acts to augment 

the transfer of stance phase forces through the lower extremity during the act of running. It is composed 

of a cushioning component which may include specialized stabilizing support units, thermal plastic units, 

and various specialized impact absorbing and force dissipating components. 

Sock 

The sock-liner/foot bed is inserted at the end of the production process to cover the insole, creating a 

smooth, comfortable surface which serves to support the foot. It is typically composed of a fabric-covered 

and cushioned material moulded to the shape of the foot which serves to promote a comfortable fit while 

absorbing moisture and dissipating friction. It may also act to augment midsole cushioning and the 

transfer of stance phase forces through the lower extremity. 

Closure  

The closure (lacing) system serves to secure the shoe to the foot in a manner not to adversely impede 

function and comfort (Subotnick, et al. 2010). 

3.4 The biomechanical process of running and walking 

Walking and running shoes must have the ability to absorb shock (cushioning), guide the foot through 

each step (stability), and withstand repetitive pounding (durability). These section further reviews lower 

extremity walking and running biomechanics. 

The sequence of movements during locomotion in which one foot contacts the ground to when that same 

foot again contacts the ground, and involves forward propulsion of the centre of gravity is called the gait 

cycle. The human gait cycle is complicated; it consists of a coordinated series of movements that involve 

both the upper and the lower extremities. The gait cycle consists of a stance phase and a swing phase. 

During walking, the foot is in contact with the ground (stance phase) 60% of the time and off the ground 

(swing phase) 40% of the time. Both feet are in contact with the ground 20% of the time. 

During running, the swing phase is longer compared to walking where the stance phase is longer. The 

running gait cycle does not have a period of double stance, but does have a period of double float phase in 

which both feet are off the ground at the same time. Running consists of only a swing phase and a stance 

phase. Walking has a wider base and angle of gait than with running, and as running speed increases, the 

impact forces increase, and the centre of pressure moves toward the midline. While running, the heel 

contacts the ground in a more inverted position than walking, and as speed increases, the amount of 

energy absorbed by the muscles increases as well. The greatest pressure during running is in the forefoot 

and toe area, Fig. 19. When walking, the impact on the back of the heel as it touches the ground is twice 

the bodyweight. This increases to three or four times the body weight when running, which is why the 

back of the heel wears out before any other part of a shoe. That’s the reason why classic shoes are 

constructed with a removable top piece that protects the heel so it can be replaced. A moulded unit shoe 

does not have this advantage, but the material usually has cushioning properties; it compresses on impact 

and return to its original form once the weight of the body is removed from the heel area, giving it a longer 

life  (Subotnick, et al. 2010) (Schaffer and Saunders 2012)  (Mei, Graham and Gu 214). 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centre_of_gravity
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Figure 19: Ground reaction forces and moment during standing without shoe (left) and while standing in a custom shaped sports 

shoe (right) (Mei, Graham and Gu 214). 

3.5 General guidelines for shoe design and construction 

A modern running shoe is built around a last, which is a model of the foot. The last of the shoe ultimately 

determines how the shoe will fit a particular foot type. Currently, lasts are usually made of plastic, but it 

can also be made of wood or metal. Metal lasts are less accurate but has a longer lifetime than plastic 

ones. The last determines the width of the toe box, depth of the toe region, toe spring, and heel height. 

Mass-produced shoes are made from lasts that are typical of common foot structure, whereas custom 

shoes are made from individual lasts specific for that person and the type of shoe that is desired. 

While each shoe manufacturer maintains their own unique lasts, all lasts can be organized into one of 

three general categories based upon the shape of the last. A curve last has a distinct “C-shape,” and when 

bisected by an imaginary line extending from centre of heel through the forefoot more of the shoe will 

appear medial to the bisection. This is easily viewed when the shoe is examined from the bottom of the 

outsole. Curve-lasted shoes are best suited to people with a normal to high arch foot type with adduction 

of the forefoot. A straight last is characteristically straight and when bisected from centre of heel to 

forefoot the shoe is divided into two nearly equal halves. These shoes are best suited to people with a 

normal to flat arch foot type with a more abducted forefoot, see a straight last running shoe in Fig.20.  
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Figure 20: Brooks Ariel straight last running shoe for women (Subotnick, et al. 2010). 

A combination last represents a hybrid of a curve last and straight last; the rearfoot portion of the shoe is 

straight while the forefoot portion of the shoe is more curved. When bisected this shoe appears straight 

through the rearfoot and midfoot with a slight tendency to be curved inwards towards the centre of the 

body through the forefoot. Since this last best suit the widest range of foot types the sneaker for Mr & Mrs 

Italy should be designed around this last. 

Upper 

The upper of a shoe is usually composed of a breathable tough and lightweight material. Reinforcements 

can be made with various swatches of synthetic leather to promote structural integrity, medial–lateral 

sway stability, and to enhance forefoot flexibility at heel off through toe-off. The construction of the lining 

and the placement of the interior seams are important for the comfort of the shoe. Interior seams can 

cause blistering if not placed correctly. The shoe tongue should provide balancing padding without 

excessive bulk.  

Outsole  

Durability, traction, and grip are primary goals for shoe outsoles. The unique placement of outsole 

modules of different firmness, materials, and density can enhance heel contact cushioning, guide the foot 

through midstance, and maintain forefoot flexibility at heel and toe-off.  A shoe that has a sole as wide as 

the upper can be advantageous for extra support. If the sole tapers at the midfoot or even follows the 

contour of the arch, this can be a negative characteristic as far as providing support. The more surface 

area in contact with the ground the more support the shoe offers the foot. 

Midsole 

The modern midsole is constructed from a variety of cushioning materials, stabilizers and support 

components, or thermal plastic units (TPU). The role of the midsole is to absorb and dissipate impact, 

stabilize the foot, and enhance the forward progression of the wearer. Ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA), 

polyurethane (PU), sealed oil and gel chambers, and sealed air chambers represent the most common 

materials used. Each of these materials comes in a range of firmness’s, and unique placement into the 

midsole will impart specific cushioning, flexibility, and movement transfer abilities to the shoe. Typically 
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softer cushioning materials are placed under the heel and forefoot for cushioning while firmer materials 

are positions under the medial heel extending into the midfoot and forefoot to promote enhanced 

stability. These materials are also frequently wrapped up onto the shoe upper at the transition zone 

between shoe upper and midsole to promote medial–lateral stability and to increase longitudinal stability. 

TPUs of various sizes and shapes are typical to most midsoles; these inserts serve to promote stability, act 

as a rearfoot to forefoot bridge, and guide the foot through the biomechanical gait cycle of walking 

(Subotnick, et al. 2010). 

Closure  

The lacing pattern may affect the dorsal pressure which is connected to the perceived comfort of the 

shoes. The variable lacing system with staggered eyelets to adjust width is the most popular and 

functional (Mei, Graham and Gu 214). 

Forefoot Flexibility 

The forefoot flexibility determines how well the foot and the shoe will function together. There is a very 

simple test in order to determine this characteristic. Bend the shoe while holding the heel and forefoot. 

The flex point of the shoe should match the flex point of the foot. The shoe, just like the foot, should bend 

at the ball of the foot. For optimal shoe and foot function, it is necessary for the foot and the shoe to work 

together. If the shoe bends anywhere but at the ball of the foot, this is not mechanically advantageous for 

the foot to function optimally. In shoes where the flex point is not in the proper location, the foot is 

forcing the shoe to bend thereby altering the function of the shoe and the foot. 

Midfoot Sagittal Stability 

This characteristic is similar to forefoot flexibility. Bending the shoe between your hands is the test to 

determine the sagittal stability. If the shoe bends in the middle instead of the ball of the foot, the shoe is 

considered to be poorly constructed and one that should not be recommended. It will increase the strain 

on the foot. 

Midfoot Frontal Stability 

This characteristic is similar to the previous two. However, instead of whether the shoe flexes up and 

down (in the sagittal plane), this characteristic assesses whether there is any torsional component to the 

flexibility within the shoe (frontal plane). If a particular foot is very flexible in the frontal plane meaning 

that there is a lot of inversion and eversion occurring, frontal stability of the shoe is important. If the shoe 

has poor frontal stability, then the shoe will not offer the stability required by the foot and injury risk may 

be increased. 

Lateral Midsole Heel Cushion 

It is important that the material chosen for the lateral midsole heel cushion is not too soft and not too 

compressible. Materials have been developed that are now being utilized that have shock absorption, but 

do not compress too rapidly.  

Medial Midsole Heel Density 

This is the opposite side of the shoe. Some shoes has the same density material both medially and 

laterally; for certain feet this may be adequate. But for those individuals that either need extra shock 

absorption or land in a highly supinated position, differing densities are often necessary. Just as with the 

lateral midsole heel cushion, the medial midsole heel density is important to note as far as compressibility 

as well (Subotnick, et al. 2010). 

3.6 Materials and Manufacturing processes 

Footwear has to withstand a whole range of weather conditions, protect the foot and support the weight of 

the body and the action of walking. Materials need to be strong and flexible, water resistant and be able to 

be cleaned. In this section a selection of materials and manufacturing techniques used in manufactory of 

sneakers are presented. 
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Fly knit 

The fly knit 3D knit material is the result of an engineered knitting process that eliminates cutting and 

stitching multiple parts.  In traditional footwear manufacturing a number of materials are cut and then 

stitched or stuck back together. The technology gives the ability to create an upper with no seams. A 

seamless fabric means that the shoe can better adapt to the foot in motion, providing a glove-like fit 

similar to a ”second skin”. The ultra-lightweight knitted upper suits the anatomy of the foot while 

providing high breathability, stretch and support (H.Dent and Sherr 2014). In knitted fabrics the thread 

follows a meandering path forming symmetric linked loops, Fig.21.  These linked and meandering loops 

can be easily stretched in different directions giving knit fabrics much more elasticity than woven fabrics. 

Depending on the fibre type and knitting pattern, knit fabric can stretch as much as 500% (The sneaker 

factory u.d.). 

 

 
Figure 21: Close up drawing of knit fabric. 

 

The additive manufacturing process used to create the Flyknit is an update on existing processes such that 

more complex shapes, as the shoe upper, can be constructed. The uppers may have multiple patterns, 

yarn materials, and constructions such as loops, holes and hardware. The knit can also be made 

waterproof by adding an extra layer of polyester on the inside. The knit is created in one continuous step, 

with several spools of yarn of different materials incorporated at once, even in a tube construction. The 

process is similar to rapid manufacturing and each part can be customized during manufacture. A fusing 

process allows areas of the sneaker to be stiffened, giving the shoe upper differing areas of hard and soft 

sections where needed (H.Dent och Sherr 2014) (Gerola 2015). 

 

EVA 

The light weight material provides great shock absorption and cushioning. It is the least expensive 

midsole material. The reason it's so inexpensive to make is because the midsole is cut & shaped directly 

from flat sheets of EVA Foam. One disadvantage with EVA is that it compresses and becomes flat over 

time due to the air trapped within the foam being squeezed out. Once the EVA foam is compressed, it will 

never return to its original shape and it will no longer provide cushioning. It also compresses faster than 

any other midsole material. It cannot be recycled; it is instead combusted or down cycled for energy 

recovery.  (Schaffer and Saunders 2012) (Niketalk u.d.) (CES Edupack 2015 Windows u.d.). 

 

Phylon 

Phylon is made of EVA Foam Pellets that are compressed then heat expanded and finally cooled into a 

mould. This compression moulded foam is sculpted into a variety of designs to accommodate the 

designers’ idea. It is a commonly used midsole material since it is lightweight, low profile and responsive 

(Niketalk u.d.). 

 

TPE-U (Thermoplastic polyurethane) 

Due to its excellent adhesion to other materials TPE-U is widely used in shoe soles and other footwear 

components. It can be injection moulded directly onto other plastics. TPE-U also has good abrasion 

resistance and damping capacity. The material has excellent performance at low temperatures and high 

shear strength. Different densities of polyurethane can be achieved by varying the amount of air bubbles 
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in the compound. The amount of air bubbles varies the shock absorption and durability capacity. It is a 

recyclable thermoplastic (Schaffer and Saunders 2012) (Bruder 2014) (CES Edupack 2015 Windows u.d.). 

 

TPE – S 

TPE-S (or TPS) thermoplastic elastomers are usually based on SBS or SEBS. In SBS the styrene blocks 

give thermoplastic properties, and the centre blocks of butadiene give rubber- like properties. In SEBS 

ethylene-co-butane molecules provide elastic properties. Some of the benefits of TPE-S include controlled 

hardness in a wide range, good abrasion resistance, flexible at low temperatures and that it is easy to 

process. It can be processed using a variety of methods such as extrusion, injection moulding, blow 

moulding and film blowing. Soles, insoles and heels are often made of SBS or SEBS. Both SBS and SEBS 

are recyclable (Bruder 2014) (CES Edupack 2015 Windows u.d.). 

 

Polyamide or Nylon 

Polyamide, which was first launched under the name Nylon, was first used as a fibre in women’s stockings 

and parachutes. The material is more durable and weather-resistant than Polyester, PEN. It can maintain 

stiffness at high temperatures but be brittle at low temperatures. One advantage is that it can be made-

flame retardant. On the down side it absorbs excess moisture from the air which alters the mechanical 

properties and dimensional stability.  It can be processed by extrusion, injection moulding and blow 

moulding. The fibres used in clothing are s spun into thread from a chemical solution. Polyamide is non-

biodegradable, but can be recycled and it is possible to purchase 100% recycled polyamide. (Bruder 2014) 

(CES Edupack 2015 Windows u.d.). 

 

Polyethylene Naphthalate, PEN or Polyester 

PEN was introduced as a synthetic fibre in 1940 and is the easiest polyester type to process. It has great 

dimensional stability and does not absorb moisture like polyamide does. It also has very good UV – 

resistance and can be made flame-retardant just like polyamide. PEN has poor resistance to strong acids, 

alkalis, alcohols and oxidants. Polyester is more heat resistant than Polyamide but hot water above 80°C 

makes the material degrade. Extrusion and injection moulding are ways to process the material. When 

processed to create thread a liquid PEN is mechanically spun and dried into individual fibres. Most PEN 

are made from unavoidable oil refinery by-products which means it can be made with minimal 

environmental impact (Bruder 2014) (CES Edupack 2015 Windows u.d.). 

 

Latex 

Tree sap from the rubber tree is used to produce natural latex rubber.  Synthetic latex is produced through 

blending  man-made rubber polymer with the natural tree sap. Latex is used in insoles because it gives 

great flexibility and bounce. It also has excellent surface grip and good shock absorption. The material is 

non-recyclable but can be combusted for energy recovery. 

(Natural bedding u.d.) (Rivers u.d.) 

  

Leather 

Leather has all the qualities to create a shoe that will look good, retain its shape and last a long time. It is 

durable, flexible, and stretchable and is available in many styles, colours and prices. The leather can be 

finished in various ways; patent, shiny, suede etc.  Because leather hides are from individual animals each 

is a different size and each will have scars, imperfections, even brands that must be avoided when cutting. 

This uncut material is called cutting loss.  For leather, cutting loss is at best 5% of a hide, for the highest 

quality shoes leather cutting loss can be 15%.  That’s 15% of the material cost being thrown away. A skin 

has less stretch from head to tail than from side to side. It is important to work with this feature when 

cutting shoes. Other drawbacks are that it can be heavy, hot, and susceptible to water absorption and 

damage if not treated. Water resistant and water-proof treatments add cost.  Leather is a relatively 

expensive material when compared to fabric or other man-made materials. Calf, side and kid are the most 

commonly used skins for shoe uppers. Exotic skins are also frequently used in footwear, from snake to 

fish skin. Leather has very unique tactile properties. During a scientific study in tactility conducted earlier 

in the education it was investigated which materials were perceived as more luxurious than other. Leather 

clearly stood out among the rest as one of the materials perceived most luxurious (Schaffer and Saunders 

2012) (The sneaker factory u.d.). 

http://sneakerfactory.net/sneakers/Shoe_Terms/cutting/
http://sneakerfactory.net/sneakers/Shoe_Terms/cutting-loss/
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4. Implementation 
 

In this section product requirements that were developed from information gathered in the research are 

presented. Based on the product requirements concepts were developed and evaluated. 

 

4.1 Product requirements 

Product requirements were divided into technical requirements and look and feel requirements, Table 2. 

The technical requirements were set to develop a comfortable, durable shoe that would fit a wide range of 

foot types. It was important that the shoe would have a fit optimized for the female foot. The shoe also 

needed to support the foot in the action of walking and prevent injuries. Retail price was set by the owner 

of the company. Material-wise incorporating fur was an obvious requirement since it is a big part of the 

brands identity and the parkas are still the best selling items in the collection. The look and feel 

requirements were set from the brand philosophy, trend spotting and consumer research. 

 
Table 2. Product requirements 

Technical requirements and look and feel requirements 

 
 
4.2 Concept development and evaluation 

The first sketches were created keeping the product requirements and information from the research in 

mind, experimenting with the placement of the fur and the shape of the sole, Fig. 22. Due to its many 

advantages, 3D-knit had already been chosen as material for the upper which had a lot of influence on the 

design. 
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Figure 22: Initial sneaker design sketches. 

 

Inspiration was gathered to enrich the Japanese feel of the design. The design library in Milan provided a 

great selection of books containing Japanese advertisement, graphic design and architecture. One 

illustration created by the graphic designer Yusaku Kamekura captured the essence of the japaneese feel, 

Fig 23. This illustration was chosen to serve as inspiration for the shape of the outer sole. Following 

concepts were then designed around the shape of the sole, Fig 24. The 3D-modeling tool Rhinoceros® 

(Rinoceros v4 Windows n.d.) was used together with hand sketching. It allowed for quick visualisations of 

the design from different angles. A size 37 female last was used as reference when the first simple 3D-

model was created. The outlines of the 3D-model in different views were then used to create stencils for 

hand drawings. The form-fitting shape of the upper was mainly decided by the last and the 3D-knit to give 

the shoe a sporty look.  
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Figure 23: Illustration by Yusaku Kamekura (Kamekura 1973). 
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Figure 24: Second phase sneaker design sketches. 

 

Adobe Illustrator® (Adobe Illustrator CS5 2010) was used to create a knit pattern. It made it possible to 

experiment with the effects of the knit texture. One snake skin-inspired knit was developed using this 

technique, Fig.25.  
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Figure 25: Snake-skin inspired knit. 

 

Concepts were evaluated on their ability to fulfil the product requirements during the development 

process. The documents created in the research phase, Paper A and B, were also used to ensure the 

relevance of the design. Input on style and technical aspects were also provided by the owner of Mr & Mrs 

Italy. Concepts were evaluated with regard to manufacturability with the help of the manufacturer that 

had been identified at Lineapelle fair. Sketches were sent to the manufacturer with questions and 

suggestions. Design decisions were made based on knowledge collected in the research together with 

information from the owner of Mr & Mrs Italy and the manufacturer. The sole inspired by the Yusaku 

Kamekura illustration with a low profile was chosen over the higher platform one. The lower profile 

conveyed a sportier look and would not face the risk of becoming untrendy as the platform one would. 

Several primitive prototypes were created to determine the shape of the detachable fur upper piece, the 

final one is shown in Fig.26. Prototypes were tested on a Nike lunarlon 3D-knit shoe to determine how 

well they moved with the shoe. 

 

  
 
Figure 26: Primitive prototype used to test shape of detachable fur upper piece. 
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5. Analysis/Result 

 

5.1 Final concept 

The final concept is based around a sporty 3D-knit upper and an angular Japanese -inspired sole Fig.27-

28. It is a modular based design with detachable fur accessories, Fig.29-32. The design is high fashion, 

innovative and puts equal emphasis on looks and comfort. Combining materials in a new way was a part 

of achieving different textures and give it a sporty chic feel. 3D-knit that primarily has been associated 

with sports shoes was combined with luxurious fur. The modular design enables a level of customization 

when the shoe can be accessorized with detachable fur uppers and tails in different colours and types of 

fur Fig.33. The possibility to remove the fur makes the shoe less weather sensitive and makes it possible 

for the shoe to transform from day to night. As seen before with the parka with detachable fur it is a 

feature that is appreciated by the customers.  

 

The possibility of creating a print through combining different coloured threads in the 3D-knit was not 

used in the design. The technique has been saved to be used in later editions to update the shoe. It is 

unnecessary to add a print at this stage since the sneaker already includes many new features. The 

sneaker comes in black, white and khaki, Fig.34. The selected colours were chosen to provide a neutral 

base for the accessories. This makes the shoe more versatile when for example the black fur on black knit 

combination makes a discrete statement compared to fuchsia fur with black knit that is much more loud 

and bold. Other colour options for the furs are white, black and white, natural and blue, Fig.33. The fur 

pieces are also meant to be sold separately so that the shoes can be styled differently. This is a great sales 

opportunity since the fur pieces can be made of scraps from the parka production and will not cost much 

to produce. The fur tail can also be used as a key-chain or attached to a handbag. It is a small accessory 

that is good to have in the collection for branding purposes and that can be used as a give-away.  

 

It was also important to create a design with editorial impact that would be interesting for the magazines 

to shoot. It is a very important factor when it comes to the sales performance of the product. It was seen 

with for example the multi-colour fur parka that ended up being a bestseller due to the great publicity it 

got when it was featured in the Barney’s Holiday Mailer.  

 

 
 
Figure 27: Front perspective view of sneaker. 
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Figure 28: Back perspective view of sneaker. 

 

 
 

Figure 29: Right side view of sneaker with fur upper piece and tail attached. 
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Figure 30: Right side view of sneaker with fur upper piece attached. 

 

 
 

Figure 31: Right side view of sneaker with only tail attached. 
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Figure 32: Right side view of sneaker without accessories attached. 
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Figure 33: The detachable fur upper pieces and tails come in blue, fuchsia, black, natural, white and black/white.  
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Figure 34: The shoe comes in black, white and khaki. 

 

It was important that the shoe would stand out on its own without accessories. This was achieved by an 

innovative design of the outsole with a unique angular shape. The shape makes the shoe look less 

ergonomic which helps separate it from traditional sports shoes. An urban look is important to make sure 

it is perceived as a piece of fashion and not a piece of sports equipment. The bottom of the outsole has an 

irregular criss-cross pattern that connects to the silhouette of the outsole. The most graphic part of the 

logo was used for the print under the heel of the outsole, Fig.35. The sole pattern was designed to provide 

grip but at the same time have as big a surface area as possible in contact with the ground for maximum 

support. A minimum of sharp corners were used so that the pattern would not collect dirt. The criss-cross 

pattern does not come all the way out to the edge of the shoe so that the exact same pattern can be used 

for several sizes without having to be scaled up or down.  
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Figure 35: Outsole pattern. 

 

A simplified logo embossment only including the company’s name was placed at the leather upper part of 

the heel where the fur tail can be fastened, Fig.36. Since the logo on the heel is partially covered when the 

fur tail is attached the same logo printed in grey was placed on the leather piece of the tail, Fig.37. 

 

 
 
Figure 36: Back view of sneaker with embossed logo on leather heel piece. 
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Figure 37: Detachable fur tail accessory with logo printed in grey on the leather piece. 

 

The sole was constructed using three modules, outsole, midsole and insole, Fig.38. The outsole provides 

grip and stability while the midsole and insole provides cushioning, shock absorption and comfort. The 

modular design thus allowing different materials to be combined optimizes the functionality of the sole 

whilst minimizing the weight.  

 

 
 
Figure 38: Exploded view of sole with outsole, midsole and insole. 

 

The 3D-knit upper combined with the fur accessories and abstract shape of the outsole is what carries the 

design. Smaller details such as shoelaces, fasteners and even the insoles are interchangeable. There are of 

course levels of priority to some details; for example the custom made hooks for the fur upper piece are 

more important than the fastener for the tail since there are multiple and they show more. The logo needs 

to be visible without disturbing or cluttering the rest of the design.  

 

5.2 Material and Manufactory 

Upper 

3D knit polyester was chosen for the upper part of the shoe because of its many advantages. It is light 

weight, elastic and can be made water resistant if double layers of polyester thread are used. The double 

layers also increase the isolation against cold whilst maintaining some breathability. One advantage with 

the 3D-knit is that almost no material goes to waste. The elasticity makes it accommodate a wider range of 

foot types. Polyester was chosen over nylon because of nylons water absorbing property. Nylon was only 

used for the loops used to attach the fur upper piece since it is slightly stronger and more durable than 
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polyester. The back piece of the upper is made of calf leather to give the shoe a high-end feel. It was 

combined with the polyester 3D-knit to create a new fashion forward statement and to make the shoe feel 

less like a sports shoe. 

 

Outsole 

The outsole is made of EVA- foam. The light weight property of the EVA is very important for the comfort 

of the shoe. This in combination with its shock absorbing properties, cushioning and low price makes it a 

suitable material for the outsole. 

 

Midsole 

Phylon was chosen for the midsole since it maintains the low weight but provides extra responsiveness 

and cushioning to the shoe. 

 

Insole 

The insole is made of latex covered with leather to enhance the looks and give it a premium feel. Latex 

provides great comfort because of its flexibility and bounce. 

 

Fur pieces 

Rabbit and fox were chosen for the fur accessories. Both are frequently used in every collection, especially 

fox that is used in the parkas. Rabbit is a cheaper choice but has lower quality than fox. The advantage of 

using fox is that scraps from the parka production can be used. 

 

Hooks and fasteners 

The hooks used to fasten the detachable fur upper will be custom made in stainless steel. The fastener 

used for the tail will be purchased. 

 

Shoelaces 

The shoelaces are made of cotton with stainless steel end pieces to maintain a luxurious feel. 

 

A product specification was created to communicate the design to the manufacturer, Paper C. The product 

specification includes detailed information about the design, it is visualised with renderings and 

commented drawings. It also includes measured drawings of all parts that need to be manufactured. The 

product specification is also a document that will be used to communicate the design to Mr & Mrs Italy. 

 

5.3 Economical analysis 

The final key issue identified was; How to manufacture a small volume at reasonable cost, which are the 

possible trade-offs? This issue was partially adressed by the use of visual aids such as 3D-models, 

renderings and measured drawings. It enabled clear communication with the manufacturer which was 

important to avoid costly misstakes that could result in several prototype iterations. 
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A rough break down of the production costs of a leather sneaker is shown in Fig.39. Since the sneaker in 

the example is constructed a bit differently and using other materials it should be seen as an 

approximation. 

 
 

Figure 39: Example of sneaker production cost broken down into categories. 

 

Upper 34%: All the upper parts, hardware foam, logo printings, tongue, laces etc. 

Leather 16%: Leather outer of the shoe. 

LOP 27%: Labour, overhead and profit. 

Outsole 14%: The shoe bottom unit. 

Packing 6%: Shoe box, case box and hang tags. 

Mold amortization 3%: New tooling can be paid per pair instead of buying the new mould all at once. 

 

The shoe still has to be shipped and sold to retailers at wholesale price. The wholesale price is usually 50% 

of the retail price. This is because the retailers need to pay the sales help, pay the rent, advertise, etc. 

 

The costs for producing a sneaker can be divided into fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs are 

independent of the number of units produced. The main fixed costs when producing a sneaker are the 

tooling cost; moulds, lasts, cutting dies etc. Variable costs are dependent on the number of produced 

units. Material and labour are examples of variable costs. Unlike the variable costs the fix costs per unit 

decrease when the production volume increase, Fig.40. For the designed sneaker, fixed costs have been 

reduced to a minimum through the use of 3D-knit. No cutting dies are needed and no one needs to 

administrate the pattern pieces. The most expensive fixed cost is the customized mould for the outsole. 

This is because it needs to come in different sizes and in both left and right. One price example found for 

the moulds was 25 000 USD for 100 000 pairs (factory n.d.). 

 

 
 
Figure 40: Diagram showing how the variable and fixed cost per unit is affected by the manufactured volume. 
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The challenge Mr & Mrs Italy is facing is to make a profit from a very small production volume with high 

fixed costs. This has been solved through a modular product system where the outsole acts as a product 

platform. What differentiates a product platform from other modules is that it is very expensive, need to 

live a long time and be produced in a large volume. The outsole is designed to be used in the collection for 

several years and is meant to be a core part of the collection just like the parka. The parka is a product 

platform that has been in the collection since the very beginning. It is updated every season with fur 

linings in new colours and with new embellishments. Just like the fur module of the parka the 3D-knit 

upper part of the shoe can easily be remade every season. Yarns of different materials and colours can be 

used to update it. The detachable fur accessories have very low manufacturing cost since they are mostly 

made of scraps from the parka production. From an economical perspective these pieces could if 

necessary even be updated more than once every season. Hence the design of the shoe can be divided into 

three modules; product platform, core modules and accessories, Fig.41. 

 

 
Figure 41: Diagram showing a schematic representation of the modular design. 

 

Since the production cost could not be calculated before the production volume was decided, the 

manufactory cost of one prototype was analysed, Table.3. The material price of the parts to be 

manufactured was calculated using the volume of the cad-models in Rhinoceros®  (Rinoceros v4 

Windows n.d.) multiplied with the density and price per kg found in CES Edupack®  (CES Edupack 2015 

Windows u.d.). To approximate the manufacturing cost the 1-3-9 rule was used (Ullman 2009). Prices of 

purchased components were approximated with both wholesale prices found at the Mifur and Lineapelle 

fair as well as with retail prices found in shops and online. Retail prices were divided by two to 

approximate a wholesale price.  
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Table 3. Economical analysis  

Economical analysis of manufactory cost for sneaker prototype. 

 

 

 

Because of the high fixed cost of manufacturing a customized outsole a standard sole was chosen as plan 

B. The sole was modelled using similar soles that had been seen at The SiMac and Micam shoe fair as 

reference. If a standard sole would need to be used the visualisation in Fig.42 could serve as reference. 

 

 
 

Figure 42: Optional outsole design using a standard outsole. 

 

Since a big part of the design is carried by the custom designed sole, changing it to a standard one would 

mean sacrificing the differentiation offered by the product platform. A lot of the visual expression and the 

unique sneaker that looks like no other would be lost. Another drawback with using a standard outsole is 

the risk for plagiarism, a very common phenomenon in the fashion industry. Using a custom made mould 

for the outsole insures that the exact design is hard to be replicate. For a high-end brand such as Mr & 

Mrs Italy it might be worth increasing the price of the shoe in order to enable the use of a customized 

mould. If the plan B sole is used the print knit is more important and needs to be further developed. This 

is to ensure the shoe has enough interesting details and does not become too bland. Since the sole will 

have a softer less angular shape one of the more organic prints explored in the sketching process, Fig.24, 

may be used. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

 The human foot is a complex construction and many factors need to be kept in mind when 

designing a shoe. 

 It is crucial to study the market, customers and the brand itself to be able to formulate a design 

strategy. 

 A clear design strategy is needed to create a design that is relevant for the target audience and the 

brand. 

 If a piece of fashion has editorial impact it has a stronger chance to become a best-seller. 

 There are a wide range of foot types and it is hard to accommodate them all in one shoe. With the 

right design and material choices the spectrum can be made as wide as possible. 

 It is beneficial to collect inspiration from work created by other disciplines such as architecture or 

graphic design and let it lead the development of a shape. 

 When communicating a design to a manufacturer it is important to provide detailed visual 

representations such as renderings, measured drawings and material samples to avoid costly 

mistakes. 

 Producing a sneaker is a costly process and the use of custom made moulds for the outsoles 

increase the cost dramatically. 

 A modularized design based on one platform makes a product with high fixed costs produced in 

small volume more profitable. 

 The price of the sneaker for Mr & Mrs Italy needs to be increased in order to correspond to prices 

of other fur products in the collection and to enable use of the customized sole. 

 

7. Discussion 
 

Mr & Mrs Italy had not clearly articulated a design strategy. When a design strategy had been formulated 

based on thorough research it was clear why the existing sneaker prototypes had not been able to sell. 

This type of company would benefit from having at least a few words describing the look and feel they 

want to convey, so that all members of the company can share the same vision. The design strategy 

formulated as look and feel requirements in this project provided direction in the design process. When 

concepts were developed and evaluated these requirements together with the positioning charts and 

mood boards from the consumer research were useful. Working with a piece of graphic design as 

inspiration was very rewarding. Since the chosen piece was related to the Japanese inspired criteria 

among the look and feel requirements it gave the design a deeper context. 3D-modeling tools gives the 

opportunity to reinterpret something from 2D into 3D and this is something I would love to explore 

deeper in my future work as a designer. 

 

I recommend Mr & Mrs Italy to invest in the customized outsole as a product platform. Even if the price of 

the shoe needs to be increased for it to pay off faster. The shoe will not be as innovative without the 

customized sole and will have no chance of becoming a “design classic”. Nor will the shoe be as editorial 

without the customized sole which means a great opportunity for publicity may be lost. The price set by 

the owner of Mr & Mrs Italy of 300€ is probably too low as their customers are willing to pay 4200-7000 

€ for the parkas.  A more relevant price would be 600-650€ for the shoes. For a luxury brand such as Mr 

& Mrs Italy a price that is set too low could confuse the customers and put their credibility at stake. A high 

price for the sneaker is motivated by the exclusive materials. A standard sole makes it easy for those who 

want to copy the design and it makes it hard for Mr & Mrs Italy to stand out among other brands. If the 

financial part still does not add up using the customized sole I would recommend Mr & Mrs Italy to look 

into the possibility of collaborating with a bigger manufacturer of 3D-knit sneakers. Stella McCartney and 

Adidas is one great example of a successful collaboration between a fashion designer and sportswear 

company. Since Rihanna who recently became creative director for Puma is a faithful Mr & Mrs Italy 

customer collaboration with her and Puma would be the best possible cooperation. 

 

I would also recommend Mr & Mrs Italy to use a patterned 3D-knit to update the sneaker in later 

collections. The parka is updated every season with different textile treatments and embellishments, in 
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the same way the possibilities of 3D-knit should be explored so it can be used in new ways. For a later 

edition there should also be a multicolour fur upper piece in the collection. To save some wow-factor for 

later collections is a good way of making the design live longer. 

 

Shoes are complex constructions that usually consist of many different parts. One reason why the 3D-knit 

was chosen so early in the process was to minimize the number of parts needed to construct the shoe. 

With this design very few pattern pieces needs to be cut and organized. The modular design with a 

minimized number of components enables the design to be versatile and interchangeable and still 

economically profitable. Fashion moves at a high pace and designs needs to be changed or updated every 

season.  

 

There are an abundance of information about feet and how shoes should be constructed in order to 

accommodate a certain foot type, so a big part of this project was to sift through the information and sort 

out the useful bits. Decisions about the construction were always based on what would accommodate 

most women. The goal was to make comfort and looks equal priorities. This was important for two 

reasons; first because of the brands reputation (if you pay for a nice expensive shoe it should also be 

comfortable) but also because the more often the fashionable customers choose to wear their shoes the 

more exposure the brand gets. And everybody knows that between two equally beautiful shoes the most 

comfortable pair is always worn. 

 

I would recommend Mr & Mrs Italy to make use not only of the product specification and product 

requirements when communicating with the manufacturer but also to make use of the 3D-model that has 

been created. In fashion 2D-sketches are the normal way of communicating but when something so 

complicated as a shoe that has no symmetries needs to be described, 2D is not enough.  
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